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If you’re not using marketing 

automation then you’re behind. It is 

that simple. Any business that 

operates online needs a marketing 

automation system. Here’s why: 
 

1. Lead nurturing through 

lead scoring 
One of the main reasons for using 

a marketing automation system is 

to reap the benefits of lead 

scoring.  

 

Lead scoring allows you to 

allocate points to your most 

engaged leads based on actions 

they take both on and off your 

website. This could be through 

clicking a link in an email or 

visiting an important page on your 

website. You can also reduce a 

contacts lead score by deducting 

points based on negative actions 

or where the contact doesn’t fit 

your target market. You can then 

use a contacts lead score to 

generate content specific to that 

individual. 

 

2. Segmenting 
Marketing automation allows you 

to easily segment emails by a 

number of different criteria. For 

example, you may wish to send an 

email to contacts within a certain 

sector. In the past, this would 

mean ploughing through a 

spreadsheet and identifying the 

relevant fields. Not in a marketing 

automation system.  

 

 

 

 

 

By selecting the relevant field in 

your marketing automation 

system e.g. Industry = 

Manufacturing, you can send a 

message specific to that industry, 

without having to lift fields from 

your data. 

 

3. A/B Testing 
Marketing automation allows you 

to test a number of different 

elements, so that you can identify 

what is performing best. This may 

be an email subject line or email 

content.  

 

By using A/B testing you can make 

easy decisions based on detailed 

reporting and stats provided by 

your marketing automation 

system. Here’s an example for 

subject lines: 

 

Here you can see that Subject 

Line B performed best. Now that 

you know this works, you can 

easily replicate the success across 

future emails. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Triggers and Workflows 
Triggers and workflows allow you 

to set up automated processes 

and activities whereby when a 

contact interacts (or doesn’t!) 

with your website and/or 

marketing efforts, it will ‘trigger’ 

an action (workflow). For 

example, you send out an email to 

a list of contacts.  

 

Based on the actions taken by the 

recipients you can enforce a 

follow up action. If a contact visits 

a certain page on your website, 

you can send them a specific 

follow-up email.  

 

If a visitor registers an interest in 

your product after filling in a 

form, you can add them to a 

designated list of registered 

contacts. The list is almost endless 

and there is not an excel 

spreadsheet in sight. 

 

5. Links with your CRM 
Marketing automation systems 

link seamlessly with CRM 

systems.  The two will constantly 

talk to each other, bringing your 

marketing and sales team closer 

together. 

 

You can set up your marketing 

automation system to ping emails 

to your sales team when a lead 

performs a particular action. 

Great! 
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Important Notice 
© Copyright 2016, Bizezia Limited, All 

Rights Reserved 
 

This article appeared in Better Business 

Focus, published by Bizezia Limited ("the 

publisher"). It is protected by copyright law 

and reproduction in whole or in part 

without the publisher’s written permission 

is strictly prohibited. The publisher may be 

contacted at info@bizezia.com (+44 

(0)1444 884220). 

 

The article is published without 

responsibility by the publisher or any 

contributing author for any loss howsoever 

occurring as a consequence of any action 

which you take, or action which you 

choose not to take, as a result of this 

article or any view expressed herein.  

 

Whilst it is believed that the information 

contained in this publication is correct at 

the time of publication, it is not a substitute 

for obtaining specific professional advice 

and no representation or warranty, 

expressed or implied, is made as to its 

accuracy or completeness. Any hyperlinks 

in the article were correct at the time this 

article was published but may have changed 

since then. Likewise, later technology may 

supersede any which are specified in the 

article. 

  

The information is relevant primarily within 

the United Kingdom but may have 

application in other locations. 

 

These disclaimers and exclusions are 

governed by and construed in accordance 

with English Law. 
 

Publication issued on 1 August 2016 

  

  

 

 

6. Time and money saver 
If you haven’t cottoned on by 

now, marketing automation saves 

you time and money. Less 

overheads, less email preparation, 

less time spent reporting on stats. 

Whilst the initial setup time and 

cost of a marketing automation 

system should not be overlooked, 

the overall time spent performing 

tasks in the long-term is 

dramatically reduced. 

 

7. It’s working whilst you’re 
sleeping 
Your marketing should never 

stop! And with marketing 

automation it never will. As 

you’re sleeping, or doing other 

things, your marketing automation 

machine is going to work. Emails 

going out, social media updates 

being posted, all whilst you’re 

sitting on your sun lounger in the 

Bahamas! 

 

8. Multi-touch attribution 
One of the nifty things about 

marketing automation is it tells 

you the life story of each of your 

leads. Every single action they’ve 

performed on your site is 

documented, from web pages 

visited to forms filled out. This 

allows you to build a picture of 

what it takes to take a contact 

from a lead to a customer. 

 

9. Campaign integration 
The ability to integrate all of your 

marketing efforts into one place is 

one of the big appeals of 

marketing automation. When you 

run a specific campaign, it is 

unlikely to be centred on one 

single marketing channel. With 

marketing automation, you can 

integrate all of your channels into 

one single campaign, allowing you 

to easily identify its overall 

effectiveness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Increases revenue 
The main reason to use marketing 

automation? It will increase your 

revenue! 

 

At The Marketing Eye, we are 

used to using a number of 

different marketing automation 

systems, from SharpSpring to 

HubSpot. If you would like help 

choosing and setting up a 

marketing automation system or 

need help with the one you’ve 

got, please get in touch.  
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